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Friends [FoSS]

Friday 12th July – after school - Joint

Summer Fayre with Madley Brook. We

do a great BBQ!

Please do let us know any ideas or
questions you have by emailing –

friends@springfield.oxon.sch.uk

Staffing

• We have welcomed back TA Chloe

Woolford frommaternity leave
• Welcome back to Teacher Louise Jones

who is covering three days in Tim’s class
with Senior TA Jo Donohoe leading the

other two days until the end of term.

• TA Jess Zupancic also left at half term
and we wish her well in her return to

Australia.
• We had a successful interview day and

have recruited Louise Jones and Angus

Marsden [yes he is returning] to cover
maternity leave next year. We also

recruited Sarah Crothers as a
permanent teacher fromSeptember.

• Congratulations to Teacher Emily

Maycock who is expecting a baby in
the Autumn.

Our Vision:

To provide a safe, happy learning environment in which indiv iduals achieve, flourish and 

develop self confidence and respect for others.

Sports Day Dates

Bronze Barrow - For parents who are 
new to Springfield, these sports activities 

are integrated with our link Key Stages 
at Madley Brook.

Friday 21st June at 9.30a.m. – KS 2 –
Jade, Emily and Anthony

Tuesday 25th June at 9.30a.m. – KS 1 –

Claire+Sam, Nic and Jo M

Tuesday 2nd July at 9.30a.m. –

Reception – Sue and some of Nicola’s

Thursday 4th July at 9.30a.m. Nursery –

some of Nicola’s
I f your child is in Nicola’s class then 

please check which date is for your 
child.

Wood Green – Monday 8th July at 
9.30a.m.

Class Groups for September 2019

Emma is fully aware that parents / 
carers like to know which class their 

child will be in, in September 2019. 
Ideally we would like to be able to 

finalise the groups as early as we can, 

however this is not possible due to not 
knowing which new pupils will be joining 

us. 

The Head Teachers and Local Authority 

are now trialling a new system for 
agreeing places in Special Schools. 

Instead of having consultations 
continuously throughout the year, there 

is an Admission Panel in each term. The 

first one was in March and the second is 
in June. We think this will be a better 

system and should mean that it is 
clearer who will be joining each school 

in September. Naturally there will be 

some exceptions such as a family 
moving into Oxfordshire.

As the Panel is on 20th June, we hope to 

be able to final class groups by the end 

of June.
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